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FOREWORD

At the Fourth Session of the WMO Executive Committee, it was decided
in Resolution 14(EC-IV) to publish a new series of papers entitled ''WMO Technical

Notes", of which this is the first volume.
The Committee considered that some of the papers prePared for sessions
of constituent bodies of the WMO merit a wider distribution than they at present

receive, and that papers prepared by the \tIMO Secretariat might also suitably
be published as Technical Notes, at the discretion of the Secretary-General
in consultation with the Presidents of concerned constituent bodies. The final
selection of papers £~r publication as Technical Notes is made by a selection
board within the Secretariat. It should be noted that papers which are acceptable for publication by scientific societies, for example those giving the
results of original research, will not be included in this series. The WMO
Technical Notes will be published only in the original language, prOVided that
this is one of the official languages of the Organization, with an abstract·
in French or English.
The WMO Commission for Aerology has recently established a special
Working Group on modification and control of clouds and hydrometeors. This
first Technical Note should therefore only be regarded as a preliminary contribution towards a forthcoming more complete report on this important subject.
The views expressed in Technical Notes do not necessarily represent the
views of the Organization.

G. Swoboda
Acting Secretary-General
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PREFACE

A sa Quatrieme Session, le Comite Executif de l'OMM a decide - Resolution
14{EC-IV) - de publier une nouvelle serie de documents intitulee "Notes techniques
de l'OMM" dont voici le.premier volume.
La Comite a considere que certains documents prepares a l'intention des
sessions des organes constituants de l'OMM muito.ient une diffusion plus large
que celle dont ils beneficient actuellement, et que certains documents rediges
par le Secretariat de l'OMM pourraient egalement etre publies comma Notes
techniques au choix du Secretaire General et apres consultation prealable avec
1es Presidents des organes constituants interesses. Un Comite de lecture institue au sein du Secretariat se charge du choix final des documents destines
8. paraltre comme Notes techniques. 11 convient de noter que les documents
susceptib1es d'etre publies par des societes scientifiques, par exemple ceux
qui exposent les resultats de recherches originales, ne seront-pas inc1us
dans cette serie. Les Notes techniques de l'OMM seront publiees dans 1a langue
dtorigine seulement (a condition que ce11e-ci soit une des 1angues officie1les
de l'Organisation), avec un resume en frangais ou en ang1ais.
La Commission d ' Aero1ogie de l'OMM a stab1i recemment un Groupe de travail special sur les modifications artificiel1es de la structure et de l'evolution des nuages et des hydrometeores. Clest pourquoi i1 y a lieu de considerer oette premiere Note technique co~ une contribution pre1iminaire a un
rapport complet qui sera publie prochainement sur cette importante question.
Les avis exprimes dans les Notes techniques ne representent pas necessairement le point de vue de l'Organisation.

G. Swoboda
Secretaire General Interimaire
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DECLENCHEMENT ARTIFICIEL DE LA PRECIPITATION
PARTICULiEREMENT DANS LES REGIONS ABIDES ET SEMI-ARIDES DU MONDE

Rapport prelimi~aire etabli par la
Division Technique du Secretariat de l'OMM

Resume

On s'est livre au cours des dix dernieres annees a de nombreuses experiences, tant en laboratoireque sur Ie terrain, sur Ie declenchement artificiel
de la precipitation et la modification des nuages, Un programme rationnel pour
l'etude de la modification artificielle des nuages devrait prendre en consideration a) les facteurs meteorologiques determinants, b) les processus physicocbimiques impliques, et c) le plan et l'eva1uation atatistiques de l'experience
sur Ie terrain. Bien que l'OMMne soit pas actuellement en mesure d J ex8cuter
un tel programme, el1e desire encourager toutes les rechercbes possibles, ainsi
que 1a publice.tion et la large distribution des informations decoulant des resultats obtenus.
Ce rapport compr~nd les parties correspondantes des reponses individuel1es
preliminaire menee par Ie Secretariat de l'OMM.On a demande a
cinq experts, M. D.A. Davies, Dr. A~K. Roy, Dr. W. Schwerdtfeger, M. H.C.S. Thom
et M. B.W. Newman, de preparer des rapports sommaires en s'inspirant du plan
suivant :

a l'enquete

1.

Etude critique des resultats des divers projets de declenchement artificiel
de la pluie mis en oeuvre dans 1a region.

2.

Examen des conditions atmospheriques generales necessaires pour commencer
1es .operations d' ensemencement des nuages et de 1a probabilite de t rouver
de tel1es conditions dans les zones arides et semi-arides de la region,
compte tenu des oaracteristiques climato1ogiques regionales.

3.

Estimation approximative de la valeur des techniques actue1lement emplqyees
pour Ie dec1enchement de 1a precipitation artificie1le en tant que mqyen
d'ame1iorer les precipitations annue11es dans les zones arides et semiarides de la region.

4.

Liste de references concernant les ouvrages consacres
question dans la region.

a l'etude

de cette

,
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L'analyse de ces rapports permet de tirer les conclusions suivantes :
(1)

Les operations qui ont ete effectuees jusqu'a present ont donne lieu a
des resultats que I' on pourrait appeler tout au plus peu concluants;
elles n'ont permis de demontrer ni l'echec complet des methodes employees,
n1 la certitude d'obtenir un accroissement substantiel des chutes de pluie.

(2)

Les conditions meteorologiques les plus favorables pour Ie declenchement
artificiel de la precipitation doivent etre cherchees dans les regions
et pendant les saisons ou la precipitation naturelle est la plus probable.

(3)

Les techniques utilisees actuellement, quJil s'agisse d'ensemencement de
nuages "froids" ou "chauds", contribuent tres peu, s1 elles y contribuent,
a augmenter la precipitation dans des regions a faible precipitation ou
pendant des periodes saches dans les regions a precipitation normalement
moyenne.

II ne faut pas assimiler ces conclusions provisoires a l'expression d'une
attitude negative a l'egard des etudes et des experiences sur la modification
artificielle des nuages et des precipitations. Au contraire, elles indiquent
qulil est necessaire de deployer encore plus dlefforts. II serait hautement
souhaitable :
(a)

d'entreprendre, dans toutes les regions ou il existe une possibilite de
succes, de nouvelles experiences mises au point scientifiquement et rigoureusement controlees;

(b)

d'elaborer des methodes precises permettant d'evaluer la quantite des
precipitations resultant de ces experiences;

(c)

d'obtenir~pour toutes

(d)

de publier des informations sur taus les projets deja effectues ou en
cours, et de les mettre a la disposition de tous les chercheurs en plagant Ie developpement de la science au-dessus des interets commerciaux
et autres.

les experiences de recherche pure et pour les
applications pratiques,la collaboration des autorites meteorologiques,
afin d'assurer l~ plus possible la bonne execution de ces experiences
et IJevaluation exacte des resUltats;
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ARTIFICIAL INDUCEMENT OF PRECIPITATION
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ARID AND SEMI-ARID REGIONS OF THE WORLD
A prel~ report prepared by the Technical Division
of the WMO Secretariat.

INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years a great deal of work has been done in the
laboratory and in the field; on the artificial inducement of precipitation
and the modification of clouds, both by commercial organizations attempting
to increase rainfall for agricultural and other purposes, and by governmental
and private scientific institutions endeavouring to increase the water supply
or to investigate the fundamental meteorological questions involved.
A rational programme for the study of artificial modification of clouds
should take into consideration (8.) the determinative meteorological factors,
(b) the physical-chemical processes involved, and (c) the statistical design
and evaluation of the experiments. Although the WMO has no funds at the
moment to carry out such a programme, it wishes to encourage all possible
research and experimentation, and also the publication and widespread distribution of the results.
This report includes the relevant parts of the individual replies to
a preliminary enquiry made by the Technical Division of the WMO Secretariat.
The names of the experts consulted, and the geographical regions covered in
their reports are given below :
D. A. Davies

(Director, East Africa Meteorological
Department, Nairobi, B.E.A.)
A. K. Roy
(Deputy Director-Generol of
Observatories, Poona, India)
W. Schwerdtfeger (Servicio Meteorologico Nacional,
Buenos Aires, Argentine)
(U.S. Weather Bureau, Washington,
H. C. S. Thom
U.S.A. )
(Meteorological Branch, Melbourne,
B. W. Newman
Austra.lia.)

Africa
India
South America
North and
Central America
Australia
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The experts wer0 asked to prepare eo fairly brief report along the
following lines :
1.

Critical study of the results obtained from the various rainmaking
projects car~ied out in the region.

2.

Review of the general atmospheric conditions necessary for the
commencement of cloud seeding operations, and the like~1hood of
finding such conditions in the arid and semi-arid areas of the
region, taking into account the regional climatological
characteristics.

3. Rough estimate of the value of current techniques for the
inducement of artificial precipitation as a means of improving
the annual rainfall in arid ond semi-arid areas in the region.

4.

List of references to the available regional literature on
this subject.

In this report the same
1.

Critical
~ried

1.1

st~y

of the

~ection

headings will be followed.

r~su~ts ob~a.ined

from the various projects so far .

oJ.l:i

I

AFRICA
~e~~e~t! !n_t~e_U~i~n_of eo~t~ ~~i~a_

The experiments in the Union of South Africa were conducted during the
summer period December 1947 - April 1948. In all cases seeding agents were
introduced into clouds aircraft and the results were judged by visual observations from the aircraft and by grolmd radar eqUipment (3 em). The seeding
agent mainly used was dry ice (solid carbun dioxide), but water was also
used on several occasions.
The dry ice was in all cases dropPed into cumulus clouds at temperatures
below freezing. Rader echoes \-Tere subsequentl~r observed in most cases but it
1s difficult if not impossible to determine whether the development which
occurred after seeding was the result of seeding. There is some evidence
that the dry ice stimulated precipitation at an earlier stage than would have
otherwise occurred. There is little or no evidence, either visual or radar,
to indicate an extension of the area. affected by the precipitation. When
water was used as a seeding agent on only one occasion was a radar echo subsequently produced.
The results were generally inconclusive.
'carried out in an arid or semi-arid region.

The experiments were not
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~~~~e~t~ !n_B~i~i~h_E!s~ !f~i~a_

Two series of experiments have been conducted at Kongwa, Tanganyika;
these were in the periods January - April 1951, and January - April 1952.
The experiments were conducted in an area of 500 km2 which has been cleared
of the indigenous wild bush for agricultural purposes, The period January April ia· the rainy season at ·Kongwa. At other times of the year there is
Virtually no precipitation and generally little, if ~ cloud.
Silver iodide was used solely as the seeding agent in the 1951 experiments.
It was released either by burning impregnated charcoal in ground generators or
by means of a technique developed during the course of the experiments, whereby
a .small charge of· impregnated gunpowder is carried into the cloud by means of
a hydrogen-filled balloon and exploded at a pre-arranged height by a time fuse.
Results were judged mainly by the readings of the close network of standard
raingauges which covers the area (the raingauges are on a :3 km grid) supplemented
by v!sual observations. The results were on the whole inconclusive though on
a few nays there was some evidence of an increase in rainfall. A survey of
the·results as a whole suggests, however, that there may have been an overall
reduction in rainfall due to over-seeding.
During 1952 the experiments were on a much more strictly controlled
basis and the balloon-tech,nique was used exclusively. Two seeding agents were
used - silver iodide and hygroscopic particles. The hygroscopic particles
consisted of a mixture of dry sea-salt and 10% calcium chloride ground to
'sizes of 5 - 100 microns with a maximum around 50 microns. A three-day cycle
was followed throughout the period as follows: 1st day silver iodide experiments, 2nd day hygroscopic experiments, :3rd day no experiments. In all cases
the point of release of each balloon was adjusted so that the seeding agent
was dispersed over a fixed pre-selected point. Results were again judged by
the readings of the close network of raingauges covering the area, supplemented
by visual obse~ations.
The results were not conclusive but there is evidence that on days of
hygroscopic seeding more rain fell in an area at a distance downwind from the
point of release which agrees with theorstical calculations. There is also
evidence that with both types of seeding agent there was a reduction in rainfall at the point of release. These. experiments may be said to have been
carried out in a semi-arid region.
1.2

INDIA

A few trial experiments, in which the balloon technique was adopted,
were carried out at Calcutta by Dr. S.K. Banerji during the 1952 monsoon season.
Dry ice and silver iodide were used as seeding agents and, in cases of "warm"
clouds (clouds with tops below free zing level) water drops were sprayed.
However, as the trials were mostly made during the monsoon season when precipitation occurs naturally on a large number of days and as, because of the use of
the balloon technique, many of the experiments may not be considered to be
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sufficiently controlled, it has been rather difficult to evaluate satisfactorily
the results of the experiments.
1.3

SOUTH AMERICA

The only operation carried out in South America that provided reliable
data and on which a publication is available, is the project carried out by
Dr. W. Georgii in Argentine over the Sierras of Cordoba and San Luis on the
28th December 1950. Dr. Georgii' s opinion is tha.:t the best way of producing
rain from clouds of the type cumulus congestus is to seed dry-ice directly
into the cloud (instead of dropping it from above as was done in other experiments) at the level where the temperature is - l2 0 C, that is to say, where
the difference between saturation vapour pressure over water and over ice
reaches its maximum, eo as to obtain a rapid growth of the ice-crystals which
have already formed. The experiment in question was carried out over an uninhabited zone, and there is no evidence either of what quantity of rain did
reach the ground or if it did eo at all.
An article published in the "Bolet:!n de la Sociedad Geogratica & Lima"
Peru, by Mr. E. Roldan Seminario makes reference to "dry-ice dropping flights"
in Peru but says also that lI owing to different reasons •••• the success or
the failure of cloud-seeding in Peru could never be proved". Furthermore he
declares : "The seeding operations have been carried out hitherto in regions
in which the air is unstable, because only cumulus clouds are formed there.
Sometimes it rained on the spot where the experiment was conducted, but we
cannot tell whether the rain was natural or artificial".

News appeared in the papers in 1952 referring to some experimentation
on the artificial inducement of rainfall in the North-East of Brazil where
drought occasionally menace agriculture and even the general economy. It was
impossible to obtain reliable data on this experiment.
1.4

NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA

While there have been many applications of cloud seeding for the purpose
of augmenting precipitation in this Region, and especially in the United States,
it has not yet been demonstrated that cloud seeding increases precipitation.
Many have claimed increases from cloud seeding, but as far as is known none of
these claims have been substantiated by statistical methods with the assurance
of significance required in closely affected fields such as agriculture.
The present techniques for evaluating cloud seeding operations are
generally insensitive to increases of lesstbe:n 20-30%. One evaluation has
shown a significant increase of about 10%. In several other evaluations there
were indications of likely increases but it was not possible to demonstrate
their reality. The results of these few evaluations together with the demon-strated physical effects from seeding have encouraged investigators to look
for smaller increases of precipitation, say, of 10% or lees as the usual effect
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of seeding on precipitation. They have also been effective in reducing advertised and claimed increases to more reasonable levels.
It is probably correct to say there have been no projects completed where
the specific objective was to demonstrate the efficacy of seeding in the augmentation of precipitation. This is a serious failing, for the evaluation techniques
are statistical and require that experiments be designed properly in order that
the full power of evaluation techniques can be attained. All evaluations to
date have been made on cloud seeding operations, not experiments, in which a
great deal of the sensitivity of the evaluation procedures was sacrified because
of the lack of statistical design. - It is hoped that these deficiencies will be
overcome by experiments at present under way.

1.5

AUSTRALIA

In this country, experiments in this field are conduct~d by the. Radio
Physics Division of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, under the Chief of the DiVision, Dr. E.G. Bowen, who is located at the
University of Sydney, Chippendale, New South Wales.
Very little information on the actual quantitative results has been
released. It has been stated however, that in some results, it appears that
on the average, by seeding a'suitable cloud with 45 kg of dry ice, rainfall
from 2,5 rom to 6 imn may be expected- over the area below the cloud. In some
cases howover , it is claimed that up to 13mm have been induced over an area of
several hundred square kilometres.
In an~ther specific case seven clouds were seeded, four of which produced
showers ranging from about 1 mm at the edge of the shower area to probably 13 mm
in the centre.
Rainfall from a single cloud generally lasts for about 20 minutes.

2.

Review of general atmospheric conditions favourable for experiments

2.1

-AFRICA
21~u~ ~YEe~ ::egU!I'~d_

There seems little doubt that, from the' point of view of producing more
rainfall, cumuliform clouds are the most favourable for experiments. Thus the
atmospheric conditions fav.ourable for experiments are those which result in the
production of cumuliform Clouds., In most parts of Africa in which arid or semiarid areas are found,_ such rain as occurs generally falls from cumuliform clouds,
so that the arid or semi-arid parts of Africa are in general areas where experiments on artificial control of rain might be profitable. A study of the detailed
atmospheric (and topographic)considerations which result in the production of
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cumuliform clouds in each arid or semi:"arid region of Africa would be fer too
long' for incorporation in this report but it may be mentioned that mechanical
convergence, thermal insolation, air-mass discontinuities and forced uplift
due to high mountain ranges and plateaux all play their part.
Most favourable seasons
In most arid or semi-arid regions there is one (and perhaps in some cases,
two) "rainy" seasonsp At other times of year cloud amounts are small and in
some cases skies are cloudless. It must not be thought, ~o'Wever, that the term
"rainy" season ~eans that rain occurs continuously or even daily. On some
occasions even dUring the "rainyll season no rain may fall for several days or
even weeks. It frequently happens, however, that during these dry spells there
is much cumuliform cloud but no rain, and it is these conditions 'Which will be
the most favourable for successful experiments on artificial control or rain.
Moreover, the stimulation of slightly more rain during the rainy season and in
particular the production of some rain, however, slight, during the dry spells
of the "rainy" season would probably be the greatest benefit which experiments
of this kind could give to the economic development of the arid and semi-arid
regions. Ability to control rainfall ~n this way on however modest a scale
would preclude the failure of crops which is an all too frequent occurrence in
such regions.
During the periods outside the "ra.inyll season, cloud amounts are generally
small and in some cases skies are cloudless. Experiments during such conditions
would serve nO'u~eful Purpose.
,
2.2

INDIA

The practical possibilities of rain-making in regions of comparatively
scanty rainfall in India have been studied, and the results are given in some
papers which were read at the symposium on IIArtificial Rain", held in New Delhi
in February 195.3. ThZe distribution of "dry cloudy days" (days with cloud amount
~ 7/10 and rainfall
0.2 mm) has been worked out in the form of monthly charts.
It would appear that the areas in India where rain-making will prove useful,
if successful experiments are carried out, are : Saurashtra and Kutch, Gujarat,
Hyderabad, Mysore, Coastal Andhra Desa, Rayalo.seema, Tamilnad, eastern parts of
Orissa and a few stations in Assam.
In order to discover the probable heights of tops of clouds to find
whether they are above or below freezing level, all available aircraft reports,
totalling 7285 for the period 194..8-1951, have been analysed. More than 90%
of the reported heights of low cloud tops lie below the freezing level during
the year. The percentage frequency of low cloud tops reaching above freezing
level over the country as a whole is least in the SW monsoon season and highest
in summer. Except during the winter season and in more northern parts, the
freezing level is usually as high as 4500 m above ground, and the temperature
of -7 0 C tc -15°C in a cloud is rarely to be expected unless it extends to a
height of some 5000 to 6boo m.
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SOUTH AMERICA
Artificial indue-ement of rainfall
-- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

Dr. Georgii reports :
"If we find in the northern part of Argentine layers of warm and moist
air that move forward with a north wind, the stationary cumulus formation
over the Sierras in the North will be regular and favourable for the
artificial inducement of precipitation. For example : over the Sierras
of Cordoba and San Luis and over the Andes, stationary cumulus clouds
oaused by rising currents are formed with gr~at regularity when the
meteorological conditions are those already mentioned. These stationary
cumulus clouds fulfil the necessary conditions for the artificial
inducement of rainfall. Even if from the ground level to 2,000 m there
is a stable layer that restricts thermal convection on the plain, the
rising current in the Sierras favours the formation of cumulus clouds.
This situation is frequent enough in the Argentine mountains to permit
experiments on the artificial production of rain.
.
But these cumulus clouds, so often formed over the Sierras, will only
produce considerable showers if one of the two following conditions is
met
(a) A mass of relatively cold air, with a well-defined front advancing
from S. or SE, that gives the necessary impulse to produce intensive
vertical movements, cumulonimbus, etc.
(b) Cold ~ir coming from W or SW in the layers above 4 or 5 kIn, that
induces a marked instability in the underlying layers favouring
the occurrence of precipitation, especially showers.
None of the artificial means known and used experimentally hitherto can
alter the vertical structure of the atmosphere as do the natural pro- '
cesses mentioned in (a) and (b). It is therefore doubtful whether the
artificial means can actually produce rain from these clouds in any
significant amount, although it seems possible that little local showers
might occur by the seeding of dry-ice or some other agent."
Another area in which studies have been made on the atmospheric conditions
in connection with rainmaking projects is the Peruvian coastal plain. There the
frequent occurrence of dense stratocumu1us layers forming a rather low ceiling
gave rise to the hope that the liquid moisture held within them might be utilised
for the production of rainfall even in a very arid region.
But according to several soundings, this cloud layer does not excee4 300
to 400 m in thickness, and as a consequence the amount of suspended water is
very small. Above the cloud layer there is a large temperature inversion and
then a thick layer of warm and dry air.
We again' quote Mr. Roldan's publication :
"In a few days of winter, and very often during the summer, a layer of
altostratus and a1toc'UIl1U1us is formed reaching from the easterly slope
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of the Andes to the coast. From time to time rain falls from this cloud',
layer showing that it is thick enough to produce big drops. Nevertheless,
there is a little possibility of increasi~the ,amount of rainfall in
these cases for the following reasons ': rain mUst fall through a 3 or 4 km
thick layer of very dry air (relative humidity about 25%) and in that
distance it evaporates; moreover, there is not the necessary instability
to maintain a precipitation artificially started. Only a very rare
change in the atmospheric circulation along the Peruvian coast produces the
necessary instability ••• 11
Obviously it· is here that we touch the sore spot in the problem : the
aridity of certain regions is a consequence of the general atmospherio (and
oceanic) circulation. If this circulation is not changed, there will be no
rainfall in the region, at least in any' significant amOunt. It is well known
that nature does produce from time to time temporary changes such as, for
example, the phenomenon of. the "Nino" current which causes considerable precipitation in some Peruvian regions that are very arid in mo~t years. But,
so far no means have been found of producing artificially that extraordinary
oceanic stream.
.
~i!i~i~l_i~c!e~s~ ~f_PEe~iEi~a~i~n_

The atmospheric conditions to the windward of hills and mountains might
be more favourable to the artificial increase of precipitation, where and when
natural precipitation is taking place.
In all the large semi-arid areas in the western part of Argentine eastward
of the great mountain chain of the Andes, between 40 0 and 300 S, there occur,
from time to time, certain synoptic situations that might favour attempts to
increase rainfall a ccording to Bergeron's and Bollay's theories. The agricultural production in this area (especially fruit growing and viticulture such
as in the famous regions of San Juan and Mendosa) depends principally on irrigation, as the amount of rainfall does not exceed in most years 200 rom in Mendosa
and 100 DIm in San Juan and varies about these values in much of the region.
An artificial increase of rainfall on the,lIpre-cordillera ll and on the easterly
slopes of the "cordillera" would lead to an increase of water, snow and ice,
which would,reinforce the rivers and streams that supply the irrigation system.
The synoptic situations in which favourable conditions may be expected are
those in which a migratory anticyclone drifts through Patagonia, south of the
parallel 40 0 , toward the E or ENE, and the atmospheric pressure remains relatively
low north of the parallel 300 S. Then a curr~nt of maritime air (rather polar
maritime air) flowing towards the NW enters the region producing much cloud in
the "preandina" and "andina" areas eastward of the watershed while the amount of
precipitation is usually relatively small. This is due to the fact that the
maritime aIr currents moving from the E or SE are not sufficiently deep, as,
almost always, the general current from the W is, superimposed in the layers above
3 or 4 km above m.s.I.
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Similar situations occur, although less frequently,in the NW provinces
of Argentine : Catamarca, Tucuman, Salta and Jujuy where very little and
insignificant precipitation occurs during the winter months and where any
increase in the volume of water received would be of great benefit.
But even if the precipitation really could be increased, a new problem
would arise : the regional,and even the global, compensation.
The air masses above the easterly slopes of the Andes in which the precipitation is formed, do not cross the Andes but become part, later on, of the
circulation over the continent, keeping to the east of the mountains. If some
of the moisture is removed by artificial means, these air masses necessarily
become drier than they would have been otherwise.
This would obViously have undesirable consequences in the neighbouring
areas as there is not a region within 1,500 km, in which rainfall is in excess.
2.4

NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA

Although there are differing opinions among commercial seeders as to
techniques, the fundamental principles followed by all seem to be to seed (1) when
conditions are right for the occurrence of natural precipitation over the
target; and (2) when the situation and circulation is right for carrying the nuclei
into supersaturated air flowing over the target below the freezing level.
The likelihood of finding proper conditions for seeding over arid or semiarid areas is of course smaller than fpr more'humid areas. No general statement
can be made without detailed study, except that if possible percentage increases
are small as found above, they are not as likely to be as important economically
as they would be in humid regions where amounts from natural conditions are
larger.
2.5

AUSTRALIA

For successful seeding, cloud must be of the cumuliform type, having
temperatures at the top of the cloud between _6 0 and -15 0 C, and the height of
the base of the cloud should not be greater than the-depth of the cloud in order
that rain drops will reach the ground before being evaporated •.
Height of cloud tops in Tasmania were of the order of 1800 and 2500 m
and in New South Wales, 3000 to 4000 m in winter and 6000 m in summer.

The air mass type would generally be initially temperate maritime or
sub-tropical maritime.
Such conditions would therefore be found over the South East and Southern
Coast and Highland sections of Australia. The required conditions would rarely
be found in arid or semi-arid regions for artificial rainfall inducement under
present techniques.
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3.

Estimate of value of current techniques

3.1

AFRICA

In estimating the value of the current techniques it is important to
realise that in tropical regions, and hence in ma~ arid and semi-arid regions,
much of the rain falls from clouds which do not reach the freezing level. It is
for this reason that. the results of experiments conducted in temperate latitudes
(and most experiments so far carried out have been in temperate iatitudes) are
of limited application in tropical regions. In this connection, it should be
noted that the experiments carried out in the Union of South Africa were not in
an area which could be termed arid or semi-a.rid. It must also be realized that
during the "rainy" seasons the actual quantities of water available in the clouds
and in the atmosphere in tropical regions is generally more than in the temperate
latitudes and on this account during the "rainy" seasons, tropical regions probably lend themselves more to successful experiments on artificial control of
rain.
The experiments conducted at Kongwa, Tanganyika, are the only experiments
which may be said to have been conducted in an arid or semi-arid area of Africa.
As has already been stated, these experiments were by no means conclusive but
the results were sufficiently interesting to justify further eXPeriments. It
is therefore extremely difficult to make an estimate of the vaJ.ue of current
techniques and although such an estimate is attempted below it should be treated
with same reserve.
In any technique on artificial stimulation of rainfall there are four
main factors :
(1). The type of clouds used for experiment
(2) The type of seeding agent used
(3) The method of introducing it into the cloud
(4) The method of observing the results.

In arid or semi-arid regions, attention need only be given to cumuliform
clouds if an increase in rainfall is the aim.

In vieW of the fact that much rain falls from clouds which do not reach
the freeZing level, seeding agents effective on freezing clouds are of limited
application only. Moreover, if the cloud reaches the freezing level it is
probable that it will produce rain by natural processes. Seeding agents effective on "warm" clouds will be of general application.
.
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Drv ice.

(a)

The effectiveness of dry ice on the stimulation of rain
from clouds in ar~d and semi-arid regions is still virtually unexplore~ but as the principle is the production of ice crystals
which grow at the expense of supercooled waterdrops, the method
is likely to be of only ~imited application in the tropics.
Moreover, the difficulties of producing and transporting dry ice
in arid or semi-arid areas of Africa are considerable and likely
to make experiments difficult.

(b)

Silver iodide. As the threshold temperature for silver iodide
crystals to become effective as sublimation nuclei is -5 0 C and as
they are still very inefficient at temperatures down to -lOoC,
it is considered unlikely that this will be a very valuable
seeding agent in tropical Africa. Moreover, the silver iodide
crystals become rapidly de-activated in sunlight and this is
another factor which weighs against their effectiveness in the
tropics. .

(c)

Water particles. The effectiveness· of water particles introduced
by artificial means into the cloud in tropical Africa is unknown
although experiments in other regions suggest that it may be as
effective a seeding agent as any. It does not rely upon any
temperature conditions within the cloud for its application and
it may therefore be effective on .IlWa.~1I clouds and "cold" clouds.

(d)

Hygroscopic @J;'ticles. The experiments conducted at Kongwa,
Tanganyika, in 1952 suggest that the introduction of hygroscopic
particles into cumulus clouds may be effective in producing more
rain. The method is equally applicable to "warm ll and "coldll .
clouds. Thera are certain difficulties in producing and maintaining particles in a suf£iciently dry state and of sufficiently
small size but these difficulties were overcome at Kongwa.

Method of introduction into cloud
As far as is known three methods have been used
,(a)

Aircraft

(b)

Ground generatprs

(c)

Hydrogen-filled

(a)

Aircraft. Aircraft can be used for introducing any of the above
seeding agents into a yloud. The disadvantage is mainly one of
expense but there is also the difficulty of ensuring complete
liaison between the ground personnel and those in ~he aircraft,
during the seeding operations.
.
.

(b)

Ground generators. This method is· only applicable to the silver
iodide technique. It is the simplest and cheapest of the three
-methods described in this report.

b~lloons.
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Hydrogen-filled balloons. This technique was devised at Kongwa
in 1951. The main advantage is that the point of release of the
seeding agent can be pre-selected fairly accurately and so it
lends itself' to exper1mental work. It is also very cheap to
operate. A disadvantage of this method is that the'weight of
seeding agent which can be up-lifted is relatively small, though
this can to some extent be offset by releasing a number of
balloons. Another disadvantage is that although the quantity
of gunpowder used in each charge is very small and is unlikely
seriously to damage an, aircraft it is prudent to use the method
only when no aircraft are in the vicinity.

~e~h2d_o! ~s~e!s!~ ~e!U!t!

Most of the exper1ments so far conducted have been inconclusive ~ecause
insufficient attention has been given to the method of assessing the results
of the experiments. The inherent difficulty in all exped.ments of this kind
is in obtaining an answer to the fundamental question "What would have happened
if. there had been no experiments?" Until such work gets past the experimental
stage any experiments which do not permit of a fairly accurate answer to that
question being given, cannot substantially further knowledge on this subject.
Hitherto the main methods of assessing results have been by visual or
photographic observation and/or by the study of the readings of such raingauges
as happen to be in the region and/or by the use of radar equipment adapted for
the detection of precipitation. It is thought that the study of the readings
of raingauges is in the long run the method most likely to extend knowledge on
the value of such experiments prOVided that the experiments are continued over
a SUfficiently long period to enable statistical techniques to be applied and
provided that the network of raingauges is adequate to enable the detailed distribution of rainfall over the area in question to be known. The 1952 Kongwa
experiments were an attemps to carry out such experiments.
3.2

INDIA

The stUdy of the possibilities of "cold" cloud seeding being applied in
this country, and particularly ic two areas, Rajasthan and southeast Madras,
where monsoon rainfall is rather scanty or the failure of rains is of fairly
frequent occurrence, leads to the following conclusions :
If, during certain years, the field of activity of the low pressure waves
associated with the northeast monsoon remained generally restricted to latitude
below lOON and, in consequence, the greater part of Madras State remained chiefly under the influence of the relatively dry northeasterly stream, the result
would be a failure of winter rains in Madras, and the artificial stimulation of
clouds would yield little result.
The situation is found to be somewhat sin~lar when considering the meteorological features of the southwest monsoon season over West Rajasthan and the
adjoining districts, which suffer during some years from failure of monsoon
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rains. One can hardly be optimistic of fruitful results being obtained from
any attempt to augment the rainfall by the application of the llcold ll cloud
seeding method.
The seeding of "'Warmll clouds by dry ice or by 'Water only 'Will prove to be
of interest to such countries as India, where the freezing level is high and
therefore non-raining clouds rarely reach sub-freezing temperatures~
3.3

SOUTH AMERICA

Dr. Schwerdtfeger states ·that the techniques 'Which are intended to induce
rainfall where and 'When none occurs by natural means are of no economic importance
for the South Americanregionlt Judgement on the techniques which aim to increase
rainfall 'When and where there is already natural rain must be less categoricaL
In South America there has actually been no scientific experimentation in
this subject. There might, ho'Wever, be a chance of success if a detailed study
and relevant experiments were undertaken.

3.4

NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA

A large proportion, perhaps nearly 100%, of the commercial seeding
operations in this region have been carried out using silver iodide omitted
from ground generators. These are ordinarily placed at strategic points each
under the care of an operator 'Who is in contact 'vtth the meteorologist controlling'the operation and receives instructions.from him as to when to emit
nuclei.
It requires considerable skill to direct the nuclei plume over the target
at the right level. In fact a serious limitation of such operations is the
lack of convincing knowledge as to whether the nuclei ever reach the target in
sufficient quantities to be effective, there being no satisfactory techniques
at present for detection of the nuclei concentration affecting a target. This
is also a serious 'Weakness in evaluating commercial operations as experiments.
It would appear from the seeding operations carried out in this region
that these 'Were most effective under conditions 'When precipitation would have
occurred anyway but perhaps in lesser amounts, providing of course such increases have been demonstrated to be real. There is little evidence that rain
can be produced over arid areas or during dry seasons when no natural precipitation can occur. If it has been possible to produce important amounts of
precipitation in arid areas and seasons it 'Would have been easy to demonstrate
such increases, and this certainly would have been done because some seeding
operations have been carried out under such conditions. Experience in this
region seems to indicate that if seeding operations can augment precipitation
appreciably, they are most likely to do so in the usual precipitation seasons
and in areas where precipitation occurs naturally in amounts of perhaps ten
times the increase possible from seeding.' Present results do not then seem to
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point to the possibility of increasing all precipitation, but more toward the
possibility of moderating temporary deficiencies.
It must be remembered that there is a great paucity of cogent experimental
results on cloud seeding because most projects have been operational; hence
the above discussion must be used only in an advisory way. More detailed
cloud seeding experiments and meteorological studies must be made in arid seasons
and zones to determine more fully the potential value of seeding•
.3.5

AUSTRALIA

Experiments in Australia have been carried out over the coast and
highlands and semi-arid interior of New South Wales, the mountain areas of the
island state of Tasmania and the semi-arid tropical interior of Queensland.
No success was apparently achieved in Queensland and the interior of New South
Wales.
Methods used have been dry ice and silver iodide, both
satisfactory seeding components. Some experiments have also
spraying "warmll clouds with water drops; of eleven clouds so
appeared that rain fell from four of them, while another six
form.

of which were
been made by
sprayed, it
were modified in

It is generally considered that so far artificial inducement of precipitation has 'occurred in clouds from which rain could have fallen by natural processes. Hence such inducement is in the direction of possibly increasing the
amount of rain in situations where rain would have fallen in some measure py
natural meteorological processes but it is not possible to induce rain !rom a
stable and relatively dry atmosphere.

4.

Conclusions

From the consideration of the regional reports quoted in this paper, the
following conclusions might be drawn :
(1)

Operations which have so far been oarried out. have produced results that,
could be termed, at best, inconclusiveJ neither the complete failure
of the methods employed nor the certainty of getting substantial increases of rainfall, have been demonstrated.

(2)

The most favourable meteorological conditions for the artificial
inducement of precipitation are to be sought in regions and during
seasons where natural precipitation is most likely.

(.3)

Present day techniques, either "cold" cloud or "warmll cloud seeding,
have very little value, if any, in augmenting the precipitation in
areas of very low rainfall or during dry periods in regions of normally
medium rainfall.
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These tentative conclusions should not be taken as the expression of a
negative attitude towards studies and experiments on the artificial modification of clouds and precipitation•. On the contrary, they indicate that further
effort is necessary.
It is therefore recommended that
.

,

a)

new scientifically designed and rigorously checked experiments be
undertaken in all regions where there is a possibility of success;

b).

precise metbods of evaluating the amount ·of precipitation resulting
·from such experiments be developed;

c)

in all research experiments and applied operations, the collaboration.of the meteorological authorities be sought, in order to
ensure the greatest reliability in conducting the experiments and
assessing the results;

d)

information on all projects already carried out or those in
operation now be released and made available to all scientific
- workers, putting development of science before commercial and
other interests.

Acknowledgement: The WMO Secretariat wishes to acknowledge with thanks
those experts who have provided the regional reports which form the·
basis of this Note.
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